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With the impact of modern urban civilization, many of our excellent historical 
lots and districts were destroyed, as a result the local characteristics and cultural 
traditions of the city were lost.Therefore the protection and renewal of historical lots, 
repair of the cultural characteristics of the history and culture, and improvement of the 
quality of the space environment are particularly important in historical lots.But the 
gap between the historical lots protection planning and architectural design is very 
obvious in the historical lots protection, an overall coordination of public space means 
which can be effectively implemented is required and urban design is such a link.  
The starting point of this paper is that with the urban section of Zhangpu as the 
background,for the issue of the single buildings with higher level of protection and 
restoration, but difficult to form the overall coordinative urban environment and 
renewal,from the perspective of urban design,on the basis of analysis of urban design 
related concepts, as well as the comparison of the reseach of urban design theories 
both at home and abroad to do a spatial analysis with the introduction of the typology 
of the lots; The paper studied the composition of relations of historical lots from the 
solid elements of the building, thinking about the basic features of the monomer that 
is, elements of space, block function of unit and group that is,space function and 
analysis of the modular group relations that is,spatial structure.With the purpose to 
grasp the natural growth and evolution of mechanisms of this area,to exploit its spatial 
characteristics, and in urban design through the analysis of the laws of the typical 
blocks constituting as a group and reasonable spatial  constructive relationship of 
spatial reasoning and  appropriate scale of update area to Suture breakage texture. 
According to the analysis of the spatial composition of the historical lots to 
divide into different levels of urban design partitions that is,by the conservation of the 
protected areas of use and update districts,protection of historical lots and renewal of 
urban design to build a strategic framework of protective urban design of historical 
lots in Zhangpu.The framework is divided into lots and urban integration, place 















and urban integration involve lots contact, protection of skyline and sight 
corridor.Secondly, from the middle perspective ,the remodeling of the area inside  to 
start with darn texture, function replacement and context continuation of a place to 
create a method, then to discuss the overall architectural style control which also 
includes the selection of architectural forms and application of materials and colors 
from the microcosmic perspective 
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